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Abstract
An Inquiry into the Narrative Research Process: Supporting a Lao
American Woman tell her Story
Kaija Freborg
May 29,2007
X_ Integrative Thesis
Field Project
Although many Lao refugees have adapted to the American lifestyle in the wake of the
Vietnam War, others have had difficulty assimilating to mainstream society. Phayvanh, a
Lao American woman, has struggled with living in both the traditional Lao world and the
modem American world. I wanted to help Phayvanh share her life story but found that
narrative research, a relatively new qualitative phenomenon within mrrsing, does not
offer a concrete methodology. Therefore I decided to use a multifaceted approach,
including ethnography, Newman' s hermeneutic-dialectic methodology, and
documentation of my process, while supporting Phayvanh in telling her personal
narrative in order to find a na:rative research process. The results revealed three focal
schemes that are complex and interrelated to one another. The themes of relationship,
support, and timing are described as components of a narative research framework that
can guide a researcher in supporting a participant in telling their personal narrative.
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Chapter I
Irlarrative Research
In the midst of developing a relationship with a Lao American woman this past
year, multiple life changing events have occurred and produced much stress in this
person's life. "Phayvaflh," a32 year old woman who was born in Laos and primarily
raised in Minnesota, temporarily moved back home to care for her ailing mother. (l will
be using the name "Phayvanh" as a pseudonym in order to provide anonymity.) Phayvanh
tended to her mother, as she attempted to cope with her mother's terminal diagnosis.
When her mother eventually passed away, Phayvanh expressed how she had little time to
grieve for her mother due to cultural constraints.
Culrural and religious conflicts within Phalvanh's own family added rxore strain
to an already difficult period in her life. Family members who have assimilated to the
American lifestyle and family members whose acculruration is minimal were in constant
conflict; while Christian family members and Buddhist farnily members were frequently
in opposition with one another. One day while talking about her struggle of being a Lao
American woman living in two different worlds: the traditional Lao world and the
modern American world, Phayvanh turned to me and asked me to help tell her story.
As a nurse, I looked to narrative research as a way that could he)p Payvanh tell
her story. Narrative research is a relatively new phenomenon within the nursing
discipline that examines how people experience and understand the world (Moen, 2006).
Nurse researchers attempt to grasp the intricacy of "what it means to be human" and look
to personal namatives or self stories as a way to give shape to these experiences
(Josselson, 2006, p.3; Moen, 2006).
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Narratives are a universal and fundamental form of expression for human beings
(Holloway & Freshwater,200J, p.4). "Documentation of.,. the written word spans the
history" of humanity in almost every civilization (Butcher, 2004,, p.38). tt is in human
nature to share stories as a way to comrnunicate one's knowledge, experiences, and
feelings (Hollow ay & Freshwater, 2007).
Because story telling is a natural act in which people connect and attend with one
another, nurses can benefit from applying narrative research within practice (Clarke,
2004); nurses already do this when completing a patient history. Nurses have a unique
ability to form intimate relationships with their patients. By developing a collaborative
relationship, nurses can support patients in "converting emotions and images into words"
in order to help the patient to organize and interpret events and experiences (Butcher,
2004,p.43; Holloway & Freshwater,2007). "Writing about or expressing f-eelings
accelerates or facilitates. . . processing by enhancing meaning-making" (Butch er, 2004,
p.43). This transformative process is beneficial for the patient as it can "create an
opportunity for healing and hope" (Caydos, 2005 , p.254).
"l'*larrative methods allow nurse researchers to explore, emphasize, but most of all
give voice to the [participants] of research" especially to those who are often overlooked
and marginalized within society (Serrant-Green, 2006, p.3). Narratives enable
participants to express and develop their own personal identity (Holloway & Freshwater,
2007). It provides an opportunity of freedom as it lets the individual "take control of
their own story" (Holloway & Freshwater,2A0J , p.2l). When narratives are represented
by the original voice of the narrator, it humanizes the experience (Koch, l99B).
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Often nurse researchers employ narrative studies as away to'discover'something
in order to generate theory (Josselson, 2006). Knowledge is viewed as an object,
possession, or attribute that can be obtained by authority (Chan, 2005). Frequently, it is
the nurse researchers who are viewed as the 'knowers' and so their voice is privileged
over the participant's as reports are created according to the researcher's own values and
beliefs (Josselson, 2006).
When nurse researchers do not follow the participant's lead in telling their own
story, much of the participant's unique, rich context is lost. Methods, such as interviews
and surveys used primarily to seek out information, do not fully support the participant
with their journey. Often researchers choose to base the development of their research
not on their own knowledge, but on their participant's stories (Holloway &, Freshwater,
2007). "Researchers retell, re-story, or rewrite the namatives" to frt their research needs
(Holloway & Freshwater,2007, p. 5); approaches such as these do not respect or honor
the participant's voice but rather exploit it for the participant's knowledge. It is not until
the participant has full ownership of their story and is able to express their narrative in the
method that they desire, can narrative research be used in an effective and supportive
manner
For example in the book I, Rigoberta Menchu: An Indian Woman in Guatemala,
the ethnographic researcher uses a chronologic outline of questions in order to assist
Rigoberta Menchri in telling her narrative. However, the ethnographic researcher quickly
discovers that the approach they have chosen is not supporting but actually hindering
Rigoberta Menchu's ability to tell her story (Burgos-Debray, 1992). The ethnographic
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researcher statesl
. . .l initially gave her a schematic outline, a chronology: childhood, adolescence,
family, involvement in the struggle....As we continued, Rigoberta made more and
more digressions, introduced descriptions of culfural practices into her story and
generally upset my chronology. I therefore let her talk freely and tried to ask as few
questions as possible (Burgos-Debray, 1992, p.xlr).
By following Rigoberta Menchri's lead in expressing her story in the manner in which
she has chosen, she is able to use her own voice to find meaning in her life experiences.
Despite the promise narrative research has in supporting a participant in telling
their life story, the literafure in the narrative research process appears vague and unclear
(Moen, 2006). Nurse researchers complain about the ambiguous methods of narrative
inquiry and "yearn for a framework" that will guide their research (Chan, 2005 , p.46).
Through furlher study, an exploration to find a framework for narrative research that
would support a participant in creating a personal narrative would add much needed
knowledge to this fbrm of qualitative research.
Theoretical Perspective
Margaret Newman's (1999) theory of health as expanding consciousness is a
"unitary transformative paradigm" used to guide this research inquiry (p.82). Newman's
theory describes how individuals are "centers of consciousness (patterns of energy)
within an overall pattern of expanding consciousness..." ( p.24). Pattems depict the
whole of the individuaT, an "understanding of the meaning of all the relationships at
once" ( p 7l ) The arrangement of an individual's pattern will evolve and change over
time as the individual interacts with other patterns.
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Newman (1999) uses Prigogine's theory of dissipative strucfures to further
illustrate the concept of health as expanding consciousness; as shown in Figure I, the
process begins with a regular, predictable movement within a system that is disrupted by
a significant event and as a result produces a large fluctuation. This fluctuation creates a
period of chaos, unpredictability, and disorganization. It is during this chaotic period that
the system is reorganizing (Endo, et.aI.,2000; Newman, 1999). Eventually the system
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Figure 1. A conceptualized model depicting Prigogine's theory of dissipative structures
(Newman, 1999, p.38).
will become balanced through interactions with the environment and evolve to a "higher
level of organization" (Endo, et.al., 2000; Newman, 1999, p.3B). Newman (1999)
explains that nurses "enter into a partnership with the [participant], often at a time of
chaos, with the mufual goal of participating in an authentic relationship, trusting that in
tlre process of unfolding, both will emerge at a higher level of consciousness" (p.97).
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Application of Theory
Newman's (1999) theory of health as expanded consciousness relates to narrative
research in its depiction of pattern. Newman states that methods within research studies
often assist researchers in finding meaning in parlicipants' lives which essentially is
pattern. "As the participants [begin] to tell their stories of the people and events in their
lives that [are] most meaningful to them, the dynamics of the pattern [become]
apparent..." ( pp.85-86). Newman explains that not only does the method of supporting a
participant in telling their story assist in identifying the participant's pattern, but also it
can guide the participant towards a higher level of consciousness. When applying
Newman's theory to a process of narrative research, participants will be "able to obtain a
global perspective of themselves, [which can lead] to integration, heightened self-
awareness, and further creativity" (p.86).
In addition, Newman (1999) recommends that nurses focus their "awareness of
being, rather than doing" in order to support participants through an evolvetnent towards
expanded consciousness (p. 103). Nurse s must let go of the necessity to intervene for the
participant, and instead should attend to the individual within a mufual relationship
(Newman, 1999). Nurse researchers describing narrative research within the literature
further emphasize this point by expressing how "nurses can create a space for a
[participant] to frnd meaning if they concentrate on the person and not on what has to be
done" (Abma, 2005, p.339).
My quest in finding a narrative research framework began when Phayvanh, a Lao
American woman, asked for help in telling her story. Through the development of a
mutual relationship, l, the researcher, planned to 'be with' Phayvanh, the participant, as
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she began to reco gntze her pattern and became more aware of her own identity. The
participant chose how she would express herself during her journey towards a higher
level of consciousness in order to build a better sense of self. The outcome of this
process provided the participant with the opportunity to overcome invisibility along with
a space to grieve and heal. During the participant's experience of finding meaning in her
life story , a narrative research process is established.
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Chapter 2
The Story Behind the Lao Refugee
The ethnic Lao refugees of Laos, a landlocked country of Southeast Asia, once
lived along the lowlands and the valleys of the Mekong River (Bringham Young
University, 2006; Ireson & Ireson, 1993). The Mekong and its tributaries played a
significant role in the peoples' lives as it was believed that the "rising and falling water...
[brought] fertility and carr[ied] evil away" (Haarhoff, I9l3,pp.4l 8L 42). The River was
highly revered among the Lao people because of its ability to provide life; it supplied the
people with food, transportation, and a place to practice their spiritual customs (Haarhoff,
1973). But for many Lao refugees, if one was able to successfully cross this River
without being detected by Communist soldiers, it became a means to freedom.
Despite Laos'neutral position during the Vietnam War, the North Vietnamese
and Americans used Laos' strategic location to further advance their military ambitions.
Both the U.S. and North Vietnam broke the Ceneva Agreements of 1962 when the people
of Laos were given arms, supplies, and training for a secret war within the Lao borders.
(Burke & Vaisutis, 2007). By 1964 the United States began bombing "Lao territory
intensively... in an effort to disrupt traffic along the Ho Chi Minh Trail that ran from
North Vietnam through Laos and into South Vietnam" (Bringham Young University,
2006. p. 109; Burke & Vaisutis, 2007). The number of Lao people who died throughout
"the little war that fwasn't there]" is not known, but one third of the population became
internal refugees (Burke & Vaisutis,2007; Rantala,2004,p.43). Once Vietnam fell to the
North Vietnamese, it was only a few months later that Communist forces overthrew the
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government of Laos (Bankston, 1995). It was in this rvake that thousands of Lao escaped
the newly Communist country to find refuge across the Mekong River in Thailand.
After spending months to years in refugee camps along the Mekong River in
Thailand, Lao refugees were resettled mainly in the United States and France (Proschan,
1997). These refugees brought almost nothing but the clothes on their backs to their new
country; however they did bring with them their distinct cultural values, beliefs, and
practices.
The Lao place priority on the collective rather than the individual. Respect and
courtesy, especially towards one's elders, is valued. Loyalty to family and friends is
highly regarded. Additionally, the Lao people respect virtues such as patience, humility,
and modesty. Bo pen nyang, meaning "never mind" in the Lao language, is a "mantra"
often used among the Lao that characterizes their view toward lif-e; "life should be
enjoyed at the moment; problems are not taken so seriously as to disrupt this enjoyment"
(Bringham University, 2006,, p. 110). Similarly, the Lao believe that it is inappropriate to
show any kind of anger or disappointment especially in public. Strong emotions can lead
to open conflict which is avoided whenever possible. Social control relies on the need for
Lao people to uphold a good reputation so one does not lose face or social standing
within Lao society (lreson & Ireson, 1993).
Within this value system, the Lao people also brought with them their belief in
Buddhism. Theravada Buddhism, which "emphasizes the cooling of human passions,"
provides the moral and ethical foundation for life (Burke & Vaisutis ,200J , p.46;
Proschan, 1991)" Theravada Buddhism dictates that worldly materials are not permanent.
Bankston ( 1995) describes how "[t]hose who are not aware of this concept become
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attached to worldly things,, and this leads to suffering" (p.B6a). This suffering continues
while the person's soul endures "a cycle of rebirths" (p.864). One cannot break this cycle
of suffering until one can overcome desire by practicing meditation and leading a
disciplined life; once this is accomplished and the person is able to prevail over all
worldly desires, nirvana is reached (p.86a).
Rituals, such as those practiced in death, were also brought with the Lao people.
The Lao believe that "... a Buddhist death means the release of the spirit from the
sufferings of earth, perhaps into a better existence" (Haarhoff, I 913, p.45). It is tradition
to cleanse the body of a deceased person with scented water and place it in a coffin that
stays in the home for many days (Haarhoff, L9l3; Ireson, 1995). Cotton threads are tied
around the wrists, feet, and neck to represent the fragile connection between man and
earth (Haarhoff, 1973, p.45). Then a coin is placed between the teeth "to show how little
of his worldly goods he needs..." for death (Haarhoff, 1913, p.45). Monks will pray for
the deceased while "a continual stream of visitors pay their respects to the family"
(Ireson, 1995, Buddhism section, para.l0). It is important that sorrow and grief are not
expressed by the family or friends because it can prevent the rebirth of the person's soul
(Haarhoff , 1973; Mansfield, 1998); therefore, visitors, dressed all in white, participate in
a series of grand feasts that include consuming much food and drink, playing music,
dancing, and engaging in games. (Haarhoff, l9l3; Mansfield, I998; Rantala, 2004).
Cultural Constraints and Conflicls
Decades after the War in Vietnam, many Lao refugees have settled in the United
States, where their distinct values,, beliefs, and practices have caused conflicts within the
Lao American people's own culture. Acculturation to the U.S. way of life has been fully
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accepted by some Lao Americans, while others stmggle to retain their traditional beliefs
and practices.
Many Lao Americans have converted to Christianity as a way to pay respect to
the religious organizations that offered relief in the refugee camps or to religious
congregations that sponsored Lao families when arriving in the U.S (Proschan, 1997).
"From the perspective of most Buddhists, religion can be additive, with newly found
Christian beliefs and practices supplementing without supplanting traditional Buddhist
ones" (Proschan, 1997 , p.569). Yet for many Christian denominations, Buddhism is
viewed as sinful and paganistic" Unfortunately due to these varying beliefs, families and
communities are often divided on matters of religion (Proschan, 1997).
In addition, many Lao Americans have expressed regret that they have had to
forget their Lao traditional customs in order to assimilate to American life (Bankston,
1995). For instance American acts such as "touching, kissing, slapping someone on the
back, waving, pointing one's feet at another person, and looking directly into someone's
eyes" are viewed as deeply disrespectful in Lao culture but are practiced and accepted in
American culture (Bankston, 1995, p.860). Many observe that some Lao Americans
"have lost their connection to Lao worship, food, and culture. And many of the
American born Lao kids are more in sync with the English Language, the American way
of life, computers, and pop culture" (O'Konowttz,2004, p.l); this phenomenon can often
cause much strife between Lao Arnericans, especially among those of different
generations.
Lao American elders have difficulty in showing the depth of their wisdom when
skills and knowledge once valuable in Laos are not found useful within American
ll
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society. Proschan (1997) gives an example of how this difficulty is evident in
agricultural practices. Because the U.S. has an individualistic culture that places value on
the young instead of the old, Lao American elders are viewed as "superstitious or old-
fashioned" (p.570), As a result, young Lao Americans do not honor or respect their
elders. The Lao tradition of revering one's elders is no longer "obligatory and automatic"
within the American context (p.570).
The Participant's Experience
Phayvanh, the participant, divulged to me that she did not anticipate the cultural
conflicts that transpired during the funeral ritual of her mother. Phayvanh was expected
by her family to follow particular rites common to a Lao ceremony that she did not fully
understand. The same night that her mother passed, the family began to move furniture in
order to make accommodations for others who would soon be visiting. A vast amount of
food and drink were prepared by the family for a length of 5 days to offer to the endless
stream of guests who stayed long into the night visiting, playing cards, drinking, or
gambling. This left no tirne at all for Phayvanh to grieve and moum for her mother, let
alone sleep for more than a couple of hours each night.
Phayvanh did not comprehend why family members and friends began to ask
Phayvanh for her mother's belongings, specifically for her sinh or traditional Lao skirts
before her mother had been buried; often items were later discovered to be taken without
Phayvanh's knowledge. Also, Phayvanh shared that she was unprepared for the criticism
that she would receive for not wearing appropriate attire; her aunts lent her clothing that
was more suited to the event until Phayvanh went out to buy her own clothing. Lastly,
Phayvanh revealed how she was caught off guard and later irritated that family members
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continuously shared their disappointment that her brother chose to work for one day
instead of being at the home to welcome visitors, often referring to him as a "bad son."
Throughout the 5 days, Christian and Buddhist family members did not agree on
many aspects of the Lao funeral rituals. Buddhist family members often asked Phayvanh,
a Christian, to reconsider putting gold on her mother, Phayvanh refused them many
times which resulted in BLrddhist family members asking, "Can we at least put some in
her mouth?" In addition, Buddhist family members became frustrated and displeased
when long noodle dishes were serued to visitors which are considered to be taboo in
Buddhist practices. Overall, Buddhist family members were upset that their beliefs and
rituals were not honored similarly to those of the Christian faith which included playing
Christian music and singing Christian songs.
My Relationship
My relationship with Phayvanh developed as I cared for her mother during the
last months of her mother's life. Although l had dated Phayvanh's brother for years, I
had only been briefly acquainted with Phayvanh as her visits from her home in California
had been few and far between. After her mother's diagnosis, Phayvanh visited Minnesota
as often as she could, but was not always able to be at her parents' side as they made
efforts to utilize the U.S. healthcare system. Recognrzed by the elders of Phayvanh's
family as a daughter-in-law, I attended her mother's doctor appointments and
hospitalization and was able to relay information to Phayvanh. This communication of
infbrmation between Phayvanh and me became necessary, due to her mother's and
father's inability to understand the complicated medicaljargon that was used to explain
Phayvanh's mother's condition. This relationship matured as the months went by and
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Phayvanh's mother's illness progressed. When Phayvanh's mother was placed into
hospice care, Phayvanh and I took turns to relieve her father from the nursing care.
Evenfually during her final days Phayvanh's mother required two caregivers and it was
Phayvanh and I who worked together to care for her mother.
When Phayvanh's mother's funeral rituals began, I continued to be at Phayvanh's
side as a participant observer. No longer strangers, it felt as though we were sisters as
Phayvanh divulged her anger, sadness, and frustrations to me about her family. I became
a close fiiend and confidante as Phayvanh expressed her desire that I be present with her
for the 5 days of t-uneral rituals. As the days progressed, I met many family and friends
that had traveled great distances to be at the funeral; often many talked about their lives
before their emigration to the United States and shared stories that revealed how these
visitors and Phayvanh's mother's lives were intertwined.
While reminiscing, many oflen referred to "the book written about the family."
Laos Caught in the Web: The Vietnam War Years was created by Phayvanh's "American
grandmother," Judy Rantala, who had written about her experiences in Laos, her
friendship with Phayvanh's family, and Phayvanh's family's escape from Laos. Many of
Phayvanh's family members encouraged the younger generation to read this significant
book because it documents the family's history and former way of life.
After 3 days of funeral rites, Phayvanh stated that she felt like no one understood
the cultural conflicts and constraints that she had to endure. She exclaimed that she
needed to write about her life and asked me to help her. Phayvanh expressed her desire
to write a novel that would follow as a "part II" to Judy Rantala's book and would
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describe what her life is like as a member of the younger Lao generation who have lived
most of their lives in the I.J.S. and the struggles that come with this role.
Although Phayvanh had difficulties in the past with being a Lao American trying
to please those from her family whose values and beliefs were still traditionally ingrained
with the Lao way of life, she did not foresee the many conflicts that occurred during her
mother's funeral rites. Phayvanh became overwhelmed with Lao cultural obligations
such as the expectations of greeting and accommodating Lao guests, receiving criticism
from Lao elders, and obliging Lao Buddhist beliefs. As a fully Americanized Lao
woman, Phayvanh had difficulty understanding her own family whose culfural belief
system revealed little assimilation to the American lifeway. In order to help Phayvanh
with her predicament,, I knew that transcultural nursing would enable me to discover a
means to understanding the underlying factors that were contributing to the family's
cultural constraints and conflicts.
Transcultural }.lurs ing
As globalization increases and cultures merge, people's values,, beliefs, and
practices are constantly changing. Many people who have had to leave their homeland
often struggle with adapting to new lifeways and feel powerless when conflicts arise as a
result of cultural differences. Even more difficult, are cultural clashes that occur within
families and small communities due to varying degrees of acculturation. Transcultural
nursing has developed as a result of the need to provide care to more complex and diverse
communities.
According to Leininger (2002), transculfural nurses are essential as they promote
and maintain "cultural care needs" (p.3). Nurses who have been educated in transcultural
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nursing have the unique ability to provide care that is not only congruent to the family's
needs but is also meaningful. "Learning about different cultures and understanding ways
to help them appropriately is not an easy endeavor as it requires entering the world of the
people, learning from them, and using knowledge that fits the [family's] cultural
expectations and needs" (p.3). Transcultural nurses are able to better understand the
lifeways of those from other cuhures through narrative research.
Because narratives are a natural expression of one's identity, transculfural nurses
can utilize a storytelling approach to learn about diverse values, beliefs, and practices of
families in order to provide culturally congruent care (Holloway & Freshwater,2007).
Stories are set within cultural and social contexts which describe what life is like for
cultural members and offer "insights into people's worlds" (Allen, 2006, p.4; Gubrium,
2006). Transcultural nurses can benefit from narrative research as it can further their
understanding by providing a framework of cultural concepts within diverse families
(Hollow ay & Freshwater, 2007., p.9).
Prior Narrative Research Work
Narratives were first found within nursing literature beginning in 1997 (Holloway
& Freshwater, 2A07). Narratives have been embraced by nurse researchers as
"fundamental, central and implicit to the nature, structure and indeed explication and
expression of both nursing care and nursing knowledge" (Holloway & Freshwater, 2001 
,
p.25). Although narrative research has slowly developed over the past l0 years as a
legitimate qualitative research design, there remains much confusion over what qualifies
as narrative research.
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Currently nurse researchers are making an effort to "separate narrative as a data
collection method and narrative as a methodology in itself' (Holloway & Freshwater,
2007, p.38). The term "narrative research" appears to be used loosely among many
researchers. Often nurse researchers strictly use methods of the interview or survey to
gather data and describe their approach as narrative research. For example in
Higginson's (2006) study, the researcher utilizes interviews solely as a means to collect
data. Yet the journal from w'hich this study was published, uses this particular study as a
prime example of narrative research because of its ability to capture stories from the
rnethod employed (Allen, 2006, p.6).
Complicating this trend further are the variations of interviews that are described
within narrative research literature. Interviews range from a list of preconceived
questions, a semi-stmctured list of themes to be discussed, and a conversational inquiry.
So the question that remains for nurse researchers is 'what makes up the narrative
research approach?'
Gaydos (2004) describes a co-creative aesthetic process that uncovers meaning in
narratives. The methodology has four components; the first is engagement which signals
the start of a new beginning in the relationship between the researcher and participant.
Second, mutuality, in the forrn of caring and empathy, emerges within the relationship.
Third, movement describes the rhythm and pattern that are produced in the relationship
and in the stories shared. Lastly, new form occurs when meanings arise from personal
narratives. Although this narrative approach thoroughly describes the art of nursing
within narrative research, it does not give a well-defined framework that can be
implemented by other researchers.
l1
Gubrium's (2006) narrative research process includes a conversational style
interview that focuses on five themes. "life events, the present, a life review, the
participant's identity, and growing up" (p.237). Within each of the themes specific
questions were asked and spontaneous questions followed to elicit more detailed
responses. Interviews took place in the participant's home and field notes were taken
during discussions. Although this research approach was successfr-rl in revealing the
participant's unique growing up stories, the researcher's choice to utilize preconceived
questions undoubtedly directed the conversation according to the own researcher's value
in storytelling. Furthermore, the researcher states that a narrative research framework is
used, yet they fail to describe this process.
Abama (2005) describes how a relational narrative is composed with the
intention to learn, grow, and discover meaning of illness. Relational narrative is defined
as a co-creative process that "requires deep listening, a 'being there' that is sometimes
thought to be self-sacrificing, but which in reality is mutual participation..." (p.339). The
researcher completed several conversational interviews that began with open ended
questioning that led into dialogue directed by the participant; a follow up interview was
done with the participant I year later. While the participant was able to share his story,
he did not have the opportunity to tell it himself; his narrative was interpreted and retold
by the researcher. In addition the "relational-narrative approach to ethics [was] used as a
theoretical framework to understand their stories," not create them (p.338); there was no
process shared by the researchers that would guide other researchers in supporting a
participant in telling their personal namative.
1B
After examining many narrative research studies, it becomes clear that the
narrative inquiry process is ambiguous because it is often poorly described. Researchers
state that "research using narratives is more respectful of nursing practice since it does
not seek to impose a pre-existing methodological framework upon it..." (Carson &
Fairbairn,2002, p.16). However, I do not agree that future nurse researchers must
navigate their way through this qualitative research without guidance. By doing this,
knowledge is being stilted as researchers must complete narrative inquiries at a
foundational level without support. I agree with Holloway and Freshwater (2007) that
"the researcher cannot specify exactly how the inquiry will proceed because the stories
are, to a large extent at least, in control of the participants, and the research must notbe
formulaic" (p.61). However, a guide that would lead researchers through the qualitative
process would be very beneficial to narrative research work. By describing a narrative
methodological framework, researchers can utilize, learn, and hopefully adjust the
process as it evolves into a working methodology.
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Chapter 3
Finding a Narrative Researclr Framework
Three methodologies were brought together in this qualitative study. I
implemented ethnographic methods, Newman's hermeneutic-dialectic methodology, and
narrative documentation of my process of help to Phayvanh, a Lao American woman, in
her effort to tell her story. My exploration was intended to develop a framework for
narrative research.
For better understanding of Lao American culture, I performed a literature review
and participated in ethnographic methods, including both participant observation and
field note taking. Observations were made at Phayvanh's home and included daily life
events and Lao American traditions and ceremonies. Because I am recognized as a
family member, I was able to use my status to acquire information from Phayvanh's
family; for example I leamed the significance of long noodle dishes within the Buddhist
culture after asking several of Phayvanh's family members. In addition I recognized the
importance that transcultural nurses have in learning their participant's native language to
better understand and leam from their culture. Therefore, I looked into finding a class or
Lao person to help me learn the Lao language but was unable to find a way to complete
this objective. Information that I was able to collect during the literature review and
ethnographic methods was used to aid in posing questions to encourage critical thinking
and further develop the relationship with Phayvanh.
Next, Margaret Newman's hermeneutic-dialectic methodology was utilized in
order to support Phayvanh in her expression. Pharris (2002) explains that this
methodology focuses on meaning and understanding coupled with mufual interaction and
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participation from the nurse and participant during the inquiry process. "Meaning is
constructed through a process of researcher-participant dialogue" (p.26). In order to
facilitate this approach, nurses use an important element of caring within this process.
"When caring is present in the dialectic process, a nurse and participant who are very
different from each other (culturally, economically, ractally, in age or gender, etc) can
engage in the mutual process of pattern recognition and come to a greater understanding
of the whole through their interaction" (p.26).
Phayvanh and I engaged in Newman's hermeneutic-dialectic methodology
through shared activities in order to further develop our relationship. These activities
included dialogue, journaling, and reading the book Laos Caught in the Web: The
Vietnam War Years. This process became significant for Phayvanh and me as we shared
our thoughts and f-eelings. For example when Phayvanh's father became gravely ill a
month after her mother passed away,I wrote about my feelings of fear that I would have
to endure another Lao funeral. When I shared this with Phayvanh, she revealed to me
that she had had some of those same thoughts and emotions.
Finally, not only was this journal utilized for the hermeneutic-dialectic
methodology but it was also used as documentation that recorded the interactive steps of
the inquiry process. -this joumal was separate from the field notes that were used for
ethnographic purposes mentioned above, because the information recorded in this journal
reflected the process of supporting Phayvanh in telling her narrative.
It was difficult to predict what methods Phayvanh would use in order to express
herself in telling her personal narrative. I followed Phayvanh's lead in choosing how she
would express her story as it is the participant who has full ownership of the story and its
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knowledge. Phayvanh simply used her own voice to find meaning in her life experiences
as a Lao American woman. As the researcher, my objective was to guide Phayvanh in
sharing her personal narrative.
Arrangements were made to either meet Phayvanh in person or connect with her
over the telephone at a minimum of two to three times per month in order to develop the
relationship beMeen Phayvanh and me; also it enabled me to support Phayvanh and her
work on the personal narrative.
Phayvanh indicated a desire to explore her own life story at the time of her
mother's funeral riruals as a way to express the difficulties she had been enduring as a
daughter of a Lao American family that consists of relatives with varying degrees of
acculturation to American lifeways. Phayvanh is a Lao American female, age 32, and
formerly raised in a Midwestern metropolitan area. I knew Phayvanh through a mutual
personal relationship and she asked me to help her.
After Instifutional Review Board approval, in turn, I invited Phayvanh to
participate in my narrative research study initially through a phone call describing the
process of how her participation of sharing her life story could help others. Next I sat
down with Phayvanh and explained that with her help, I hoped to explore varying
approaches in sharing personal narratives. I told her that she would keep control and
ownership of her story and would have the opportunity to express herself in any format
that she prefers. Once all of the narrative research study information was given and
clarified, Phayvanh agreed to participate in the sfudy by signing the consent form (see
Appendix).
Phayvanh was protected throughout this narrative research study in a number
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of ways. As a mutual relationship developed between the participant and me, I worked
towards providing a safe and caring space in which Plrayvanh would feel comfortable in
revealing sensitive data dr-rring the narrative process. I reminded Phayvanh that if she did
not feel ready to disclose, the topic of discussion could be changed without any pressure.
In addition, a counseling referral was made available to Phayvanh if needed.
As previously mentioned an alias is used to protect the identity of Phayvanh; in
conjunction, there would be no information that would be included in any report that I
write that would make it possible to identify Phayvanh. Although I have made great
effort in ensuring confidentiality for Phayvanh, anonymity could not be guaranteed since
there was only a single participant in this study.
It was my goal tlrat with this combined methodology of ethnography, Newman's
hermeneutic-dialectic methodology, and documentation of my process, I would find a
narative framework that would enable other researchers to help support marginalized
people tell their lif-e stories. Unlike most narrative research processes, I have disclosed
every step of the method utilized in order to advance this qualitative approach further
within the realm of nursing research.
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Chapter 4
A Narrative Research Framework Offered
After spending almost a year with my participant engaged in a narrative research
process, I was able to define a conceptual framework that would depict the complexity of
our work together. This framework was constructed as a result of examining my journal
which was later organrzed into broad concepts and ideas. In conjunction, Margaret
Newman's theory of health as expanded consciousness was applied to support the
development of the narrative research. In figure 2, the narrative research process is
represented as a relational circle that includes three focal schemes that are equally
interconnected with one another. These schemes are harmonious and are continuously
occurring throughout the process between the researcher and participant. I believe that if
researchers implement this narrative research process, they will have the guidance needed
to support a participant in telling their personal narrative.
Figure 2. A conceptualized model portraying the narrative research process
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Mutuality
When planning to implement narrative research, a mutual, collaborative
relationship is an essential place to begin. A shared relationship between the researcher
and the participant is crucial because it becomes the foundation of the narrative research
process. This involves transcending the old hierarchical dichotomy of researcher and
subject in order to embrace a unified relationship (Newman, 2008).
Newman (2008) describes in her theory of health as expanding consciousness that
the researcher is also a participant. Researchers must be willing to take the risk of being
changed while engaged in a mutual relationship with their participant (p.l 8). While
researchers "r,vitness the transformations taking place in the fparticipants' life] they too
[are] transformed and released to engage more fully in the relationship with their
[participant]" (p.28). This kind of mutuality promotes "growth, evolvement, and
transcendence" that will benefit both the researcher and the parlicipant (p. xv); by
engaging in a mutual relationship it enables the researcher to perform their research study
and the participant to tell their personal narrative.
In order to begin this process, the participant needs to feel as though they are
engaged in a nurturing partnership that exists within a safe and caring space. Relating
begins "as trust is established and authenticity recognized" between the participant and
the researcher (I',lewman, 2008, p.52). A kind of intimacy is built within the relationship
that is unique, distinct, and cannot be replicated in other relationships.
As this relationship develops, it begins to transcend individual consciousness and
recognize intersubjective being. When each individual is fully present in the relationship,
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the individuals begin to experience the other's reality and in furn witness the others
encounter with this experience which initiates the transformational process (Newman,
2008). For instance as Phayvanh shared her distress concerning her family's and friends'
inquiries for her mother's personal belongings, including her sinh, or traditional Lao
skirts, her gold jewelry, and her shoes, I was present. I listened as Phayvanh described
how she failed to understand why family and friends would ask for her mother's things
one day after her death. As I attended to Phayvanh, she could then begin to see what her
experience was like outside of herself within the security of our relationship. I responded
to Phayvanh with just one question: "ls this something that is practiced in Laos?" This
simple exchange, which had more impact on the movement of the relationship than on
the information shared, marked a transformational progression between Phayvanh and me
that became the starting point for our collaboration.
Background Work
According to narrative research literature, there is a difference of opinion on
whether researchers should perfonl background work, including literature reviews and
observational work, on the participant's culture (Holloway & Freshwater,200l). Some
researchers believe that a lack of knowledge of the participant's culture will benefit the
narrative process by allowing inquiries and questions to be brought to the participant
during the narration. For example in the book I, Rigoberta Menchti: An Indian Woman in
Guatemala, Btrgos-Debray ( I 992) states, "I have never str-rdied Maya-Quichd culture and
have never done fieldwork in Guatemala. lnitially, I thought that knowing nothing about
Rigoberta's culture would be a handicap, but it soon proved to be a positive advantage. I
was able to adopt the position of someone who is learning" (p.xlx). Yet other researchers
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feel that conducting background work is essential in order "that they know something of
the phenomenon they wish to research and in doing so grasp participants' stories more
easily and quickly" (Holloway & Freshwaler,2007 , p.77).
Overall, I believe that completing background work before beginning narrative
research is imperative because it will cue the researcher to what may be impofiant within
the relationship between the researcher and participant. For example, because I had some
previous knowledge and experiences with Lao cultural values, beliefs, and practices, I
feel as though it enabled me to be aware and sensitive to the conflicts occurring in
Phayvanh's family during her mother's funeral rites; it is this insightfulness that allowed
me to develop a mutual and multifaceted relationship with my participant.
Due to my partial understanding of Lao life ways, I was able to be present in a
way that would be valuable to Phayvanh. I could be with her and her family in a
respectful way such as bowing my head when appropriate, kneeling with the others on
the floor, and eating what the family ate; but at the same time I could be available for
Phayvanh outside the family cultural realm such as going shopping at the mall.
I understood the expectations that a Lao American son or daughter might have
from their family such as the responsibility of moving into the family home and caring
for the remaining parent. I also recognized the conflicts that might follow when a Lao
American son or daughter disobeyed their elders. It is due to this preliminary knowledge,
that I grasped the value in not prejudging or defending one culture over the other as
Phayvanh expressed her feelings of constraint.
It is during this early period that I began to recogntze the configuration, rhythm,
and ultimately the pattern of the dynamic relationship between Phayvanh, the participant,
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and me (Andrews & Boyle,2003; Newman, 1999). The energypattern of our
relationship was based on a basic human necessity of mutual exchange. I listened as
Phayvanh mourned for her mother and expressed her frustrations with the cultural
conflicts and constraints that were occllrring within her family and in exchange I learned
from Phayvanh. I applied the cultural knowledge that I had previously acquired while
being with Phayvanh to show her that I was open and ready to be present with her as she
coped. As a result Phayvanh was able to trust and depend on me as she mourned for her
mother; this step in the relationship was evident when she asked me not to return to work
and instead stay with her for the 5 days of her mother's funeral rites.
Throughout my experience with my participant Phayvanh, I realized that not only
should cultural research be completed prior to implementing narrative research but it
should also be studied throughout the process. As the narrative process evolves,
questions will arise from the researcher regarding the thought process and decision
making by the participant. By understanding the participant's core values and beliefs, the
researcher may begin to understand what the participant is narrating and will be more
adept in supporting the participant through their process.
For instance if I had not completed family and culfural research on the participant
throughout the process, I would not have understood the reasons why it was so important
for Phayvanh to meet with the author, Judy Rantala. Not only was this author present in
Laos during the Secret War and its eventual fall to the Communists, but she was also with
Phayvanh's family during these life changing events. After Phayvanh's mother passed
away, Phayvanh began to search for answers that might help explain her culrure and the
conflicts that resulted at her mother's funeral rituals; because of the author's history with
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the family, Phayvanh recognized that Judy Rantala could potentially be a key informant
for her. One who could supply some answers that she was seeking.
Additionally, if the researcher completes family and cultural research by
gathering information through the participant, it can provide depth to the relationship
between the researcher and the participant. For example it was revealed during the
participant's meeting with Judy Rantala, the author of Laos Caught in the Web: The
Vietnam War Years, that Rantala had always wondered why Phayvanh's father had
entered seminary school after arriving in the United States; this was a question that had
frequently entered my mind for years, but I had never thought to inquire about it.
Phayvanh shared that she had always believed that her father had chosen the path as a
way of paying respect to the Lutheran church that sponsored their family during their first
months in the United States. A few weeks later while completing a second literafure
review, I found information that confirmed Phayvanh's belief about her father's actions;
"arriving refugees were often sponsored by members of a religious congregation and
sometimes reciprocated the hospitality by adopting the religion of their hosts"
(Proschan,l997,, p.569), After sharing this information with Phayvanh, I began to
recognize the intricacy of our relationship as a result of gathering knowledge through my
participant.
Multiple Roles
Throughout my narrative research study I have acted in many capacities in my
relationship with Phayvanh including a friend, family member, nurse, and researcher.
These roles are composed of both insider and outsider components that have both helped
and hindered my research study. As a result of these multiple roles I have acquired
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access to Phayvanh, her family, and her family events such as the funeral rituals
performed after her mother passed away. Due to our shared experiences, our relationship
has reached new levels both professionally and personally which has helped the overall
dynamics of the narrative process. Despite this beneficial development of our
relationship, role confusion has often become a difficult and complex result of having
multiple roles with Phayvanh.
Chan (2005) describes how having unclear boundaries with the participant creates
permeable movement of the researcher's multiple roles. Within my journal I often
described distressed feelings that occurred as a result of being in multiple roles; for
example: "l am constantly on my toes" trying to remind myself which role ['m currently
functioning in and what duties and responsibilities this entails.
Because Phayvanh and I have such a close personal bond, feelings of fi-ustration
and dissatisfaction seemed to threaten the support I could give Phayvanh with her
personal narrative. When Phayvanh first invited me to attend the meeting with the
author, Judy Rantala, it began as a trip for two: two sisters, two friends, and of course as
researcher and participant. But the trip evenfually evolved into a family vacation for
Phayvanh which included her husband and children causing me to feel left out on a
personal level. In order to help my participant progress with her personal narrative I had
to find away to keep our relationship professional. In order to do this I had to mentally
remove myself from our personal relationship and ask myself, "How would I respond if
this participant was a complete stranger?" When I was able to do this, I fbund it much
easier to keep the relationship with Phayvanh focused on the narrative process.
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In addition to the distress of playing multiple roles as a narrative researcher, I
found that I had role confusion in regards to the ownership of the narrative. Despite the
fact that I was educating Phayvanh about the importance that she maintains the
ownership of her own story, it was difficult for me as the researcher and as a nurse to let
go and allow the participant to control her own experience. In my journal, I reflected that
"it is tempting to coerce my participant in doing what I think is right or looks good."
Even throughout our conversations I recognized that I was putting pressure on Phayvanh,
through the tone of my voice, about finding a method in expressing herself and producing
a finished product.
Instead of supporting my participant as I had planned, my behavior was more than
likely disrupting my participant's narrative process. In order for the participant to be
fully involved with the process, I, the researcher, could not be. I had to remind rnyself
that I was not Phayvanh. I rurned to Margaret Newman's (1999) theory of health as
expanding consciousness to refocus my direction; I had to center "more on a way of
being in [the] relationship than on measurement of effective actions for change" (p.21).
Newman describes that researchers rnust tr-r-rst the narrative process and "wait in silence"
as meanings fbr the participant emerge (p.26). The significance lies in the experience
unfolding between the researcher and participant or change in consciousness, not the
analysis of the experience (Newman, 2008); without the true appreciation of the
experience by the researcher, the narrative process is disrupted.
3l
Support
Education
While working with the participant in helping her to express her life story, a
"mantra" was often used by Phayvanh to inquire about the narrative research method.
Questions like, "When will you start interviewing me?" accumulated over the months
that Phayvanh and I worked together. Despite my numerous attempts to explain that I
would not be performing an interview and listing the reasons why, the question continued
to surface.
Traditionally research, whether it is quantitative or qualitative in nafure, has had
the direct purpose of benefiting researchers the most out of all people involved. People
have been socialized to think that it is only the researcher who has the knowledge, skills,
and ability to perform research. As a result, participants expect researchers to implement
their research studies through approaches such as interviews and questionnaires which
reflect their own values in knowledge.
It is up to narrative researchers to reeducate participants in the possibilities of
research specifically in terms of methodology. Emphasis needs to be placed on the fact
that "in narrative research the participants have more power as they control the
story. ..and is not guided by the researcher. . ." (Holloway & Freshwater,2007 , p.2 I ).
After some reflection I realized that in order to support my participant with her narrative
process, it would have been more beneficial for me to teach her thoroughly on the
concept of narrative research. I needed to fully describe how narrative research differs
from most research studies and how the participant's involvement would be unlike the
participation in most conventional studies. Providing education not only at the beginning
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of the narrative process but reinforcing it throughout the approach would also be useful in
response to recurring questioning by the participant. In addition, choosing to educate the
participant in a wide range of options, anywhere from implementing conceptual
discussions to using concrete diagrams would provide much benefit. Using pictures to
clarify the concept of narrative research would assist the participant in their overall
understanding.
Resottrces
As a narrative researcher, one should be prepared to support the participant with
resources that will enable them to produce something tangible. These resources are not
necessarily concrete tasks but are congruent with the invisible care that nurses provide to
their patients. Newman (2008) describes this care as transforming presence; it is more
than active listening and showing care but rather participating in what has been described
as "genuine dialogue, commitment, full engagement and openness,...free-flowing
attentiveness, transcendent togetherness, and transcending oneness" (p.53). It entails
"being fully present in the transformation" for the participant and for ourselves, the
researchers (p.51).
For me, this transforming presence materialized as giving subtle feedback to the
participant such as giving confidence to Phayvanh's ideas; it meant 'checking in'
occasionally with the participant to inquire how she felt about the direction and
progression of her narrative process; and it was showing my willingness to follow my
participant wherever she wanted to go with her personal narrative.
While engaging in transforming presence with my participant, I recognized that
Phayvanh would need support in constructing her personal namative. Often she made
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comments like o'l don't know what you want me to talk about?" and "Can you give me a
timeline for what I'll be doing?" I had great difficulty in finding a way to provide
structure to my participant while at the same time allowing her to find her own voice or
path.
I realized the true complexity of supporting a participant in their narrative, when
I, as the researcher, discovered that I did not have all the answers to this ambiguous
process. As a result of this powerful revelation, my insecurities began to rise quickly.
How do I proceed with a narrative process when I have found that I am not an expert?
In order to continue with the process I decided that I needed to be honest with my
parlicipant and acknowledge that I did not have any answers to her questions. I had to
rely on mutuality in order to muddle through this dilemma; we would have to depend on
one another to find an answer to Phayvanh's questions.
I determined that I needed to give both the participant and myself tirne
independent from one another to generate ideas for possible options for the process. An
allotted amount of time could be planned for the participant and the researcher to have
individual reflection with a plan to reconvene at a later time to discuss ideas that have
been formulated. Once suggestions are discussed together, the parlicipant could
independently make a decision and continue to maintain the lead of the narration without
interference from the researcher.
In the long run, encountering a dilemma in which the narrative researcher is
unknowledgeable could acfually benefit a research study because of the approach utilized
to find a solution. When the researcher divulges their ignorance alongside of the
participant, the researcher will show that they are an equal partner in the study. After
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some reflection I began to appreciate this uncertainty, because it allowed me an
opportunity to practice authentic mutuality in my relationship with my participant.
Self-Care
Another type of support that is imperative for narrative researchers is finding
assistance for oneself. Because narrative researchers are also participants within their
own research, support should be given to help them through their challenging work. This
assistance consists of both formal and informal support.
It is beneficial for a researcher to have formal support by working alongside an
advisor or professional that is not directly connected to the inquiry. As the research
unfolds, this advisor can be available for assistance and direction as insecurities from
using this unpredictable process become apparent. Also, this support person can help
narrative researchers analyze lhe narrative process with a more objective viewpoint;
which can be helpful when one is having difficulty in keeping their multiple roles
separated.
Using a personal relationship as informal support may give a narrative researcher
a channel to freely express their stress and anxieties about the nar rative process. A close
family member or friend can provide the time to listen so that a researcher can freely
share their thoughts and feelings about using this research method. For example I often
used my friend Katie to converse with as a way to unload my feelings. This informal
support person may also offer encouragement that is needed in order to keep the process
moving. By utilizing an external outlet for support, a narrative researcher can protect the
relationship with their participant and by doing so will protect the research process as
well.
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I found throughout my experiences that using both a formal and informal supporl
system was necessary in order to perform my narrative research. While working with
Phayvanh, I discovered that she occasionally failed to follow through with scheduled
appointments. Furthermore, my inability to easily connect with Phayvanh, both on the
phone and during our conversations, intermpted our work together. It was helpful to
discuss some of these issues with the participant in order to help move the process
forward but many of the emotions that I experienced could not be communicated to
Phayvanh. In order to keep a healthy balanced relationship with my parlicipant, I had to
provide the self-care needed to continue with the study.
Timing
Conversational Interaction: Development of Narrative Prrscess
Once the narrative researcher has built a rapport with the participant, performed
background work on the participant's culture, educated the participant on the narrative
research process, and has established methods of support for both the participant and the
researcher, then the researcher will be ready to begin frequent conversational interaction
with the participant. It is essential to point out that this collaborative interaction is not
conducted as an interview. Narrative researchers should refrain from asking any
predetermined, strucfured questions to their participant; rather researchers should listen,
reflect, and remind participants about those original ideas that were first shared with the
researcher as a means to facilitate the process.
While implementing frequent conversational interactions, I communicated with my
participant, Phayvanh, a minimum of once every 2 weeks for a duration of anywhere
from 20 minutes up to 2 hours in length. After some reflection, I noted a pattern that was
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revealed in our conversational interactions; often it began with socializing, developed
into inquiries of meaning, and finished with informal planning.
Most of this time together was spent listening to the participant explore the
process of finding her story and the method in which to express it. Newman (2008)
emphasizes that "it is important to stay with whatever the person says no matter how
insignificant it may seem at the time" (p.90) The purpose of the interaction is for the
participant to uncover the meaning behind the events that make up the personal namative.
A soul searching of sorts is begun with the participant in order to locate the spirit of the
story that the participant finds most important to tell.
For example as Phayvanh contemplated what her life story would consist of, she
began to examine her own identity. She clecided that it was important that she re-read the
book Laos Caught in the Web: The Vietnam War Years which describes wl-rat life was
like for her family before they took refuge in the United States and chronicles her
family's escape from Laos in the aftermath of the Vietnam War. Phayvanh chose to visit
with the author of this book to learn further about her family, her culture, and the event
that forever changed all of their lives. She also voiced interest in refurning to Laos,
especially to her father's village, Phone Xay, in order to leam first hand about Lao
culrure and the Buddhist religion.
Phayvanh's desire to learn more about her heritage also emerged throughout our
weekly conversations. She shared with me on more than one occasion that she yearned to
learn more about Laos' turbulent history. During another discussion Phayvanh expressed
how she wanted to know more about the people of Laos, in particular her family. She
had interest in researching her family's genealogy, explaining that her father's family
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lived close to the Chinese border and as a girl she had always wondered why her "tall,
dark, skinny" grandfather looked so different from other Lao people. But she was easily
discouraged in finding any answer to her inquiries while asking the question "how do you
find people from a village" that is no longer there?
As Phayvanh looked to the past and present to explore how she would find the
essence of her story, she had to consider life events that were occurring after her mother's
passing. Cultural conflicts continued to transpire within her family that caused much
distress for Phayvanh. Within the same year of Phayvanh's mother's death, her father
became gravely ill, recovered, and announced an engagement to a woman who was from
his home village in Laos. It was during our conversations together that Phayvanh could
reflect on the events of this past year and find the meanings behind them in order to
determine whether she wanted to include them in her personal narrative.
During this pursuit in which the participant is in the midst of "meaning-making,"
often many transformations occur as the participant looks for a method of expression
(Butcher,2004, p.43). This phase can be easily compared to a road in which there are
numerous directions one can follow. As I collaborated with my participant during her
journey, I observed that Phayvanh frequently found herself at a fork in the road that
forced her to make decisions regarding how her story would be told. Ideas were
constantly changing as Phyavanh had to decide whether to veer left or right. [n order to
keep up with Phayvanh, I found myself reaffirming her direction through statements like,
"This is what you talked about doing last time....are you still planning to follow this
idea?" Soon I realized that it was because of these frequent conversations that Phayvanh
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was able to shape her personal narrative and I, the researcher, could gather the meaning
of her storytelling through our mutual relationship (Newman, 2008).
TimeJiame
During this collaborative interaction between the narative researcher and the
participant, it is important to reiterate that this is the participant's journey and therefore
cannot be placed into the researcher's timeframe. Because the participant's objective to
create a personal narrative differs greatly from the narrative researcher's objective to
support the participant in the study, varying processes will transpire. These unique
processes will develop and progress at their own distinct timing which will influence two
separate end points between the participant and researcher.
It should be clear to the participant that their personal narative will develop
independently from the narrative research. Hopefully the participant is mindful of this
distinction throughout the process and will not feel inhibited in their storytelling by the
narrative research component. If the participant feels unrestricted in the development of
their personal narrative, I believe that a story that encompasses the participant's genuine
values and beliefs will be created.
As mentioned earlier, I realized after some reflection that on more than one
occasion I found myself pressuring Phayvanh about finding an approach to share her
story. Once I recognized that I was doing this, I was able to determine that I was
projecting the stress of completing my own goals and agenda onto Phayvanh. As a result,
Phayvanh appeared distressed and detached about implementing her own ambitions
which took away from the natural development of her narrative process. Consequently
the stress coming from both Phayvanh and me put a definite strain on our relationship,
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which in itself halted the progression of the namative process. It was not until I
recognized my disruptive behavior that I was able to give attention to both processes.
Keep Moving
It is inevitable that the movement of the narrative process will meet stagnation or
hiatus whether before, during, or toward the end of the researcher's and participant's
collaboration. I found these intem.rptions to be an especially challenging problem that
often left me feeling uneasy about my ability to complete my narrative research. Often I
encountered questions like "How do I keep this project moving?" and "How do I get my
participant moving?"
For example, while I supported Pha).vanh in finding her method of expression,, I
felt that the overall process was long and complex. It reminded me of a dance in which
Phayvanh would take two steps forward and one step back. When Phayvanh decided that
she would write a book as a means to tell her personal story, she planned to take a college
writing class in order to help her begin her writing; however she was unable to get her
transcripts in on time for a class that began in October, so she made plans to register for a
class in December. t felt that waiting for 3 months to begin was too long and that it
might disrr-rpt the rhythm of her process. So I offered the advice that Judy Rantala, the
author of Laos Caught in the Web: The Vietnam War Years, had given to Phayvanh: "Just
start writing." In addition I shared with her my own doubts and insecurities about getting
started on my own thesis writing, but that I was able to get through it alright by just
beginning. Phalvanh replied that she required strucfure on how to write and believed
that the class would help her with this.
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I tried again to support Phayvanh by asking whether she would be interested in
tape recording her story in the meantime in the interest of progression. She initially
refused this idea explaining that she would not know what to talk about. So I offered to
her that we could record our discussions together; she could tell her story and I could be
there to ask for clarifications, explanations, and emotious that she had during her
experience. She agreed and after recording our discussion just one time, Phayvanh stated
that she would be able to record her storytelling independently. Later Phayvanh shared
with me that she really enjoyed recording her story and thought that she might be able to
use it to create a blog, or write entries to maintain a web log, as a means to express her
personal narrative. Overall, this intricate movement by Phavanh in search of a method to
tell her life story was difficult for me, as the researcher, to sustain and support, but in the
long rlln was quite beneficial for each of us in our goals.
In order to keep the rhythm going, the momentum needs to be addressed by both
the participant and the researcher. Since this process is mutual, any change of movement
on one side of the relationship will undoubtedly affect the other side of the relationship.
Therefore both partners need to work together to find a solution to alleviate idleness in
the narrative process.
The researcher could use motivation, such as bringing attention back to the
project by reviewing with the participant their goals for storytelling and reminding the
participant those initial reasons shared with the researcher as to why they wanted to share
their personal narrative. But while the researcher does this,, they must also look back to
why they wanted to pursue their research and whether their goals are still valid. If
researchers focus on bringing back that early excitement to the personal narrative and
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narrative research, then the relationship between the participant and researcher along with
the goals of each individual's process will continue to develop.
However, before researchers utilize motivational skills to restart a narative
research process, they should first step back and fully reassess the situation. When I felt
that there was a long period of stagnation during Phayvanh's voice recording of her
personal story, I was concerned about getting our project back on track. But it was not
until I talked with Phayvanh and reevaluated our process, that I realized there was no
disruption. Phayvanh was actively expressing her personal narrative; it was just that I
was no longer part of it. It was my goal to support Phayvanh in telling her story until she
did not need me anymore; yet I did not recognrze this wonderful achievement of hers
because I continued to selfishly think that she still needed me.
I found myself wondering how researchers can anticipate and recognize an
approaching end of their support to their participant. Without realizing it I had already
distanced myself and my support to Phayvanh, while she independently worked on her
personal naruative and slowly began to cancel our meetings together. It appeared that this
was a gradual natural course in our progression as participant and researcher that only
needed to be identified, Once this shift was recognized through some reflection on my
part, I could then begin to make a plan with Phayvanh to proceed to the next level.
htrewman (2008) describes that a relationship is not ready to conclude "until
understanding and transformation of the experience for both the participant and
researcher occurs" (p.xvii). The "partnership ends when the projected actions are
explicated retrospectively, indicating how each will move on" (p.57). I valued the
importance of letting go of my relationship with Phayvanh so that she could continue to
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evolve in her storytelling, but discovered a major complication when trying to do so.
Due to the fact that I have multiple roles within my relationship to Phayvanh, I had
difficulty in separating myself from the researcher role exclusively. I decided that I
would have to make a mutual plan with Phayvanh to have a final conversation with the
intent to dissolve our professional relationship. I would do this knowing that "the
significance of the [relationship would continue] to unfold over time" and continue to
support Phayvanh with her personal narrative (p.58). In addition I decided that my
personal relationship with Phayvanh would fill the void that my role as a researcher left
open. I would explain to Phayvanh that I would still be available to provide care and
support to her in the future as both a friend and sister.
As I neared the completion of my research and supported my participant in taking
her first steps towards independent namation, I recognized how valuable it is to have a
narrative research framework. Understanding the interacting concepts of relationship,
support, and tirning before beginning a partnership with their participant could provide
researchers with the tools needed to irnplement narrative research successfully. I believe
that once narrative researchers begin to utilize this process, a more thorough
understanding of the participant's story will evolve allowing for a beneficial experience.
Evaluation of the Framework
Rather than follow traditional evaluation methods to assess the narrative research
framework, I decided to apply Margaret Newman's theory of health as expanding
consciousness as a means for reflection. I recognized that not only has my participant
been transformed by this narrative research, but I, the researcher, have also reached a
higher level of consciousness as a result of supporting my participant. I was aware that
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both of our perspective experiences would be valuable to this research and decided that
reflection should be completed in a mutual approach.
Therefore the evaluation of the framework by the researcher and the participant
was conducted in a method that resembled our conversational interactions. After a period
of socializing, we began to discuss our collaboration together and the framework that had
been developed as a result. After the evaluation of the framework was documented, it
was read by the participant in order to be sure that her viewpoint was accurately
portrayed.
Our conversation began when the participant shared with me how the
collaboration between the two of us assisted her with her storytelling. She said that
having another person to talk to throughout her narrative process helped because the
researcher "saw things from a different view, [which was] a few degrees different [from
my own]... and helped me process" and "better understand" [my story.] Also, Phayvanh
revealed that having a partner who was present during her life changing events was very
beneficial while she was trying to process meaning. I inquired further to whether having
a complete stranger as a partner would make a difference in narrative research and she
replied that "yes, it would be more difficult unless they had been through a similar
situation." When I asked whether it would be important that a researcher be
knowledgeable about the farnily and culrural background of their participant before
working together, Phayvanh replied that it "helps if they were exposed to different
cultures" and would be open to collaborating with those from a culture not their own.
Next, we conversed about what we were fond of during our collaboration
together. I shared with Phayvanh, the participant, that I really enjoyed our conversations
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over the past year. Often, I looked forward to our time of catching up with the current
events of our lives and felt that when we would someday end our collaboration, "I would
miss that a lot." Phayvanh shared that she liked how she could ask me about any
situation, knowing that I was already acquainted with her family, friends, and culture, and
could depend on me to fall back on when expressing her frustrations about cuhural
conflicts.
Later, the participant and I discussed what we would have changed during the
narrative process. Phayvanh described how she wished she could have had more time-
more time to deal with her feelings. She shared with me that although it has already been
a yeff of working on her personal narrative, "healing takes. . .longer" than one thinks.
After her mother's death and funeral rites, there have been additional life changing events
for the participant that has required further time for processing.
I commented to Phavanh that my suppofi may not have always helped her with
this desire for more time. I admitted to the participant that I felt as though I may have
further stressed her with the tone of my voice and repeated concerns of helping her find a
method of storytelling which may have disrupted the time needed to allow for a natural
movement. I confessed that I was trying to "fix something that wasn't broken." I told
Phavanh that I felt as though our collaborative relationship improved after I stopped
putting pressure on her and instead fully supported her within her own timeframe.
Phayvanh responded with simply an "Oh" and moved on to another topic,, which
indicated to me that she did not think it was relevant or important.
Finally, the participant added that overall the narrative process that she
participated in is a "great thing to do." In the midst of our year together,, Phayvanh
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began taking classes to begin nursing school and commented that she "might want to do
[narrative research] with someone else" in the near future. She explained that
participating in a narrative process like this is important as diverse cultures, religions, and
health practices in the U.S. interface more frequently, which often result in cultural
conflicts. She concluded our conversation by expressing how imperative it is that one be
aware of their roots; she was upset that the voices of the Lao people, specifically her
elders, have not been heard and as a result their stories are not known.
As I examined the conversation between the participant and me on our evaluation
together on the narrative process, I recogntzed that we spontaneously remarked on each
of the three central themes that make up the narrative research framework. We discussed
how having a relationship before starting the process was benefrcial, how some of the
support [,, the researcher, gave was mistakenly hurting the process, and how timing was
an important element for the participant. I believe that this evaluation further illustrates
the accuracy of the narrative research framework created.
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Chapter 5
Implications for Nursing Practice
The narrative research framework that I have developed is one that I believe is
definitive enough to provide guidance to researchers in its utilization and at the same time
allows for flexibility and variation. This fiamework offers a process, a concepfual model,
and an array of examples from my own research that can be replicated in a step by step
manner or as an abstract approach. A key benefit of using this narrative research
framework for nursing researchers is the freedom one has in choosing the nature of the
approach. As a result of the range of approaches one can take in implementing this
framework, nurses within most fields can find this narrative research process useful;
aside from nurse researchers employing this methodology, bedside nurses and nurse
educators can practice this narrative process as well.
The basic concepts of the narrative research framework including the building of
a mutual relationship, support for the participant, and being aware of timing can be
relevant for patients within hospitals. Through the application of the narrative research
framework, patients would have the chance to be more than a room number or a
diagnosis to their caregiver. They would have the opportunity to find meaning in their
current life events as they expressed their personal narrative.
During my experience as a pediatric nurse in an acute care facility, I have had the
opportunity to build many relationships over time that have supported parents as they
worry and fear fbr their child's health. I have discovered that often what parents need the
most while their child is poked, prodded, and eventually diagnosed is a chance to tell
their story.
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In one particular experience I built a rapport with a mother whom I have known
for years; her child has a genetic disorder that has predisposed the child to an array of
chronic problems that often require medical attention at the pediatric hospital where I
work. Because the mother lives out of state, she is not able to be at her child's bedside
and is dependent on the daily phone calls she makes to inquire about her child's status.
Over the years, nurses have made the observation that the mother does not seem to say
much besides a few questions here and there about her child during her phone calls or
infrequent visits.
However one day as I was describing to the mother how her child was feeling,
something in this mother changed; she began to tell me her life story. I recognized how
significant this was as many years had passed while nurses had been in and out of this
family's life, yet this personal narrative had never been shared before. The mother
revealed to me the story of her child's birth and the frustration she had with the doctors
who had made the decision that they were going to let her child die; a decision they made
without her. She divulged how upset she was that conversations from the medical staff
were focused on performing an autopsy in order to determine the child's abnormalities
rather than how to best care for her child. She described her determination to take her
child to another hospital in order to protect her child's life.
The mother reflected on her long and upward struggle to care for her child and
concluded our conversation by disclosing that she had always wanted to go to school to
become a nlrrse but over the years had never had a chance to do it. I took this opportunity
to speak for the first time during her storytelling and shared with her that although she
may not be a nurse in the sense that she desired, she has acted like one. "lt may not have
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been the route you thought you'd take to become a nurse" but you have filled that role
when agencies have frequently left you without nurses to care of your child. She seemed
content with being able to tell her story and appeared satisfied with the observation that I
had offered her,
This example shows how valuable narrative research can be within the acute care
setting. With some modifications,, such as the bedside nurse being conscientious in
arranging time for just being with the patient, nurses can help their patients tell their
story. Of course this would not occur during an initial hospital admission interview, as
the bedside nurse and patient would not have had enough time to develop a mutual and
supportive relationship. However despite adjustments that would be needed to
implement this process, I believe that bedside nurses, especially those working in
hospice, psychiatry, and long term care, could easily apply this narrative research
framework to their practice.
In addition to bedside nurses utilizing narrative research for their patients, nurse
educators can apply this methodology in order to support their students. According to the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (2001), "increasing the numbers of RI.Js
from minority backgrounds is a prime consideration in reducing the substantial racial and
ethnic disparities in health" (p 6) In order to achieve this goal it must first start with
nurse educators in the classroom (K.Simmelink, personal communication, February 22,
2008).
I believe that by utilizing an approach to the narrative research framework, nurse
educators can find a way to connect with their students, specifically those with a minority
background. Nurse educators can further support their students by helping them tell their
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unique story. I think that if students of diverse backgrounds are able to express
themselves within the context of the narrative process and have their life experiences
validated by their educators, then it would increase their success in the classroom. This
achievement within the classroom would turn into success in the student's nursing
practice which ultimately would contribute toward decreasing health inequities; since
"nurses from minority backgrounds are significant contributors to the provision of health
care services, and leaders in the development of models of care that address the unique
needs of racial/ethnic minority members of the country's population," a larger quantity of
people who are often marginalized would receive healthcare (U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services,2001, p.19).
The framework that I developed for narrative research depicts a methodology that
is not only broad enough to be useful in application for nurses but is also beneficial for
any participant with the desire to use their voice. The objective in following a narrative
research framework is one that is based on a simple, harmonious movement between
relationship, support, and timing. This concept centers around two people, the researcher
and the participant, and their connection to one another.
Therefore, it is a process that can easily be used for anyone as long as a mutual
relationship between the researcher and participant is present. Those who are oppressed
by mainstream society, whether they are a member of a different culture or social
economic status, would have a chance to fight back by recording their reality. It is these
people who are often victims of health inequities and deserve to have the opportunity to
tell their life story with the hope to halt their injustice.
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Alongside those who are marginalized in mainstream society, people who have
diffrculty assimilating within the U.S. would also benefit from participating in the
employment of the narrative process. In the U.S. there is definitely social pressure to
blend into the melting pot of what means to be an American. Anyone with differing
values and beliefs outside that norrn certainly deal with cultural conflicts that most likely
result if one is not conforming to the American lifestyle. Through the utilization of the
narative research methodology, those who often experience cultural constraints would
have the opportunity to express their personal story. One would be able to fight "against
the grain" of ethnocentrism in order to preserve their unique ethnic culture through
storytelling.
All in all, the narrative research framework developed within this study can be
shaped appropriately to meet the unique needs of nurses and their participants. It is a
methodology that can be used universally in order to support participants in finding
meaning and value for their life. For many people, creating a personal narrative is a
means to speak the truth about life experiences that others in society would rather
disregard or discount.
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Chapter 6
Final Thoughts
As I reflect over my past year in the undertaking of finding a narrative research
framework, I recognize how extensive narrative research can be. The time required in
forming a relationship and supporting a participant within their own timeframe to express
their story can be quite consuming for a researcher. Although restrictions such as waiting
for a participant to find their voice, find their story, and then find a means to express their
story could easily deter a researcher in participating in this process, I believe the benefits
far outweigh the limitations.
Limitalions
When supporting my participant in telling her narrative while simultaneously
searching fbr a framework to further increase utilization for researchers, I found that a
number of factors could have skewed the results of this research. The dynamics of the
relationship berween the participant and me such as the geographical distance between
the fwo of us could have influenced the results.
As mentioned previously, the communication between the participant and me was
either in person or on the telephone. Most conversations occurred over the phone due to
the participant living in a different state than the researcher. Some thoughts and ideas
commllnicated over the phone instead of in person could have easily been misunderstood
and added complexity that could have influenced the mutuality befween us.
Unrecognized misinterpretations could have impacted the methodology in unknown
ways.
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In addition personality idiosyncrasies in both the participant and the researcher
may have caused a disconnect that could be hard to mend due to the distance between us.
For example, my rigid working style in comparison to my participant's relaxed working
style was quite different from one another. As a result of the personality differences
between us, it occasionally put a block into our creative process together. This quandary
was much more difficult to resolve over the phone than if we had been sitting across from
one another.
Finally because the participant and I already had an existing relationship before
starting this research sfudy, the participant may not have been entirely truthful in her
participation in order to help me to be successful in my research. The participant may
have shared information that she might think I, the researcher,, would want to hear. If this
occurred, then one would have to question the results of this narrative research.
Traditionally, validity and reliability are research criteria that are often used in
qualitative research; however many researchers find the standards to be inappropriate
within narrative research (Holloway & Freshwater,2A0J; Overcash,2004). Researchers
should analyze the motivation behind the story and realize that participants may tell a
story based on what they think is acceptable to others and themselves (Holloway &
Freshwater, 2007). Narrative researchers note that "whether a description of an event or
a telling of a story is valid depends on the context and the culture, rather than on an
absolute match between word and thing" (Overcash,, 20A4, p. l9).
Benefits
After completing my inquiry in finding a narrative process and discussing my
results, I have recognized that my study will make a significant contribution to narrative
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research. I feel as though I have been straightforward with sharing the details of my
methodology, results, and findings. I have included all of the positive and negative
events that have occurred while working with my participant during the narrative process
in the hope that it will help others to learn from my study.
I believe that because I have finally described a process that can help end the
ambiguous questions surrounding narrative research methodology,, other researchers can
begin to construct narrative research with clarity and certainty. I hope that nurse
researchers would use the framework that I have offered in order to continue to build on
this important nursing tool.
Relevance o.f Margaret l"lewman's Theory
Margaret Newman's theory of health as expanding consciousness has played a
significant role in the development of the narrative research framework. Not only did the
theory provide Newman's hermeneutic-dialectic methodology which would be utilized in
the inquiry process, it also supplied supporting concepts as well as guidance throughout
the work of the narrative research. I have applied many of Newman's basic assumptions
to narrative research in order to further develop this qualitative method, I feel the
integration has been an appropnate fit.
Although Newman's theory has provided the foundation for the development of
the narrative research process described here, I feel as though the framework should be
recognized as a new, unique entity. The framework is a stepping-stone within narrative
research that can further develop nursing knowledge, research, and practice by supporting
a participant in telling their story.
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Reflection on the Evaluation Proces.s
As I examine the evaluation process, I find that I am satisfied with the overall
analysis and results found by implementing an innovative approach. I feel as though it
was an extension of the natural progression of the narrative research and could be easily
utilized. I believe that following a traditional method of thematic and structural analysis
would have entailed the researcher's participation solely in a selection process that is
correlated with their own agenda (Holloway & Freshwater,2A0T). This type of analysis
is unimportant as "narrative research focuses on that which is significant for storytellers"
not the researchers (Holloway & Freshwater, 2007 , p. l2 1).
The evaluation itself was confirming as each theme of the narrative research
framework was revealed in the discussion between the participant and me. I recognize
that my participant may have been influenced by the results of the research when she
remarked on the theme of timing. Although she may have been repeating the results of
the framework, I believe she was able to apply the finding in a unique way to her own
circumstances.
Ongoing Work
Although I have completed my inquiry in findin g a narrative research framework
that would guide me in supporting a Lao American woman tell her story, my work is not
yet finished. I may be done with the research portion of this exploration, but I continue
to support Phayvanh in her storytelling, At present, Phayvanh has finished her voice
recording and is waiting for it to be transcribed. Once she has a transcription of her
recorded personal narrative, she plans to use it to start a blog on the internet. As far as
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Phayvanh's desire to return to Laos, she has put her pilgrimage on hold but she states that
she is hoping to go soon.
I realize that when participating in this study, a narrative researcher is just as
involved as the participant and should expect to be fully immersed within this process.
The partnership with Phayvanh will continue to evolve as I support her with her personal
narrative, whether it takes only a few more weeks or as Phayvanh predicted to me when
signing the consent form, it takes "10 years."
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Appendix
An Inquiry into the hlarrative Research Process: Supporting a
Lao American Woman tell her Story
You are invited to share your story about your life experiences as a Lao American
womarl in a research study. This study is being performed by me, Kaija Freborg, as part
of my master's thesis in Nursing at Augsburg College. Please read this form and feel free
to ask any questions before agreeing to participate in this study.
PurpOS€! The purpose of this study is to explore varying approaches that may provide
a framework that will enable nurses to better support people in sharing their personal
narratives or self stories. By sharing your stories of life experience, you would not only
have the opportunity to have your voice heard but would also have fulI ownership of your
story. The form of expressing your life story will be entirely your decision.
Procedure: If you decide to participate in this study, you will be asked to form a
partnership with this investigator in order to support you in telling your personal
narrative. Methods of expression will be discussed thoroughly and will be followed in an
approach that you desire. In addition, suggestions on approaches will be offered if
needed, but ultimately you will decide on the final process. This research study will be
completed within one yeffi, however your personal narrative may take longer than the
time arranged and may even extend beyond the research study itself; I am willing to
continue with you on yourjoumey until you no longer require support from me.
Terminating the Studyi Throughout the study, I will provide a safe and caring
space so that you will feel comfortable in revealing personal and sensitive information. If
at any time you feel uncomfortable in sharing a particular life experience or story you
will not be pressured to do so and the topic of discussion can be changed. In addition if
you find that after you have agreed to participate in the project that you no longer want to
contribute, you may stop at any time.
Bene{its and Risks of Participating: There are no direct benefits for your
participation in this research study. However, your participation will produce a life story
or narrative which often can be beneficial for personal healing. In addition, your
involvement in this study will contribute to the narrative research process which may
help nurses in the future to better support others in telling their life story.
There is little risk in participating in this study. However you may feel that the process
and approaches used may be emotionally difficulU if this becomes too overwhelming you
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have the option of stopping the project at any time. In addition, treatment such as
counseling will be made available, however payment for this must be provided by you or
your insurance. If psychological treatment is needed please contact the office of Dr.
Catherine Oyejide in Mission Viejo at (949) 305-6025.
Confidentiality: fne information that you share will be kept confidential. If I
choose to publish a report from the research study, I will not include any information that
would make it possible to identifo you. All documentation of experiences and stories
divulged will be kept in a locked file in my home. Only my advisor, Ruth Enestvedt, ffid
I will have access to the information that you provide. If this study ends for any reason,
all of the data will be destroyed. If the research project is completed, information will be
destroyed in 10 years. Although I will make great effort in ensuring confidentiality,
anonymity cannot be guaranteed since there is only a single participant in this study.
VOlUntary: Your decision to participate in this study will not affect your relations
with Augsburg College. If you do decide to participate, you may withdraw at any time
without affecting this relationship.
Contact People: The researcher conducting this study is Kaija Freborg. You may
ask any questions or concerns you may have now. If you have any questions later, you
may contact me at any time onmy cell phone: (651) 334-1368 or my email address:
frebore@augsburg.edu or my advisor, Ruth Enestvedt, Professor of Nursing: (612) 330-
12tr;
-enQ$y ed @aub sbur g. e du
Statement of Consent: I have read the above information or have had it read to
me. I have received answer to all questions asked. I consent to participate in this
research study. You given a copy of this form to keep for your records.
S
I I rr
I consent that if I choose to use #Oio tape as aform of expressing my story, the transcript
(*;, l*j** Date f llrtiP?
nx*3j tw
Signature of
will be in study.
S
I consent to the quotations in the puhlished thesis document.
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